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The Field Advisory unit hosts and receives input from 
designated TeamMx virtual ‘field’ Regional Coordinators 
responsible for collaborating across and within assigned 
geographic locales to work with stakeholders on issues related 
to cohesive global public policy, and how it can be crafted to 
advance human development in a global context. The advisory 
reviews and documents information received, completes 
analysis, and reports its findings with summarised conclusions 
for internal review through designated channels to the 
Directorate.

The Field Advisory functions non-administratively, meaning 
that it operates without ‘power of authority’, but acts in the 
capacity as an exponent of consultation, the primary process 
inclusive to Prallagon’s core features.

The Field Advisory along with Regional Coordinators 
establish an interrelated working relationship based on mutual 
trust and uncompromising support. Information received from 
coordinators is considered factual, resource-based, and 
represents ground level coordinated effort by them and their 
contacts.

�1

Aptly applies principles of 
consultation to make group 
discussions.

The Field Advisory
The internal operating structure of the Field Advisory is 
open-ended, the group decides how it will perform its duties.
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The primary functions of the Field Advisory is to assess, 
inform and advise, both up-channel and to those designated to 
receive such information. Channels are kept clear for quick 
access to information often needed quickly to support 
collaborative efforts and decision-making.

The Field Advisory functions with a team leader, who aptly 
applies principles of consultation to group discussions and in 
the process engages principles of facilitative leadership; and the 
advisory secretary records all group approved activities.

The internal operating structure of the Field Advisory is 
open-ended, meaning that the group must decide if some 
functions are assigned to a particular group member(s). It is up 
to the group to decide its direction and what is required to 
fulfil its duties and to advance advisory operations.

�2

Engages principles of facilitative 
leadership to get the best 
possible from group members. 


